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Introduction to Regenerative Medicine 

In late 2013, a small group of us set out to discuss the possibilities and complications in and 
around the field regenerative medicine. 

Three questions dominated the conversations: 

1. What is the potential of regenerative medicine? And to what degree does it benefit 
patients? 

2. Could anyone successfully build a business that could, simultaneously, provide an impact 
in the lives of patients as well as a profit for physicians? 

3. Can the practice of regenerative medicine return focus on the patient-physician 
relationship instead of the traditional “treat and street” application of science? 

These questions were discussed from two different perspectives. The medical and scientific 
perspective and the business and behavioral perspective, which was led by the team from Impact 
Capitalist. 

The Impact Capitalist team consisted of me, Mark Aubry, and my business partner, Tomasz A. 
Fediuk, Ph.D. The role that our team played was not to determine the science of stem cells or 
regenerative medicine. Our expertise was in business ownership, entrepreneurship, and 
understanding human behavior and decision-making. We sought to determine whether there was 
a way to build a successful business in the field of regenerative medicine. We were also naïve 
enough to ask questions about the care of the patient side of health care, as well as the quality of 
life issues facing physicians today. 

Rather than focusing primarily on the treatment side of regenerative medicine, we decided to 
focus on helping patients and physicians navigate the complexities of regenerative medicine. 
This focus puts the emphasis back on the patient-physician relationship. It allows physicians to 
be physicians, and not just providers of treatments. And patients get what they want most: time 
with, and advice from, their physician through the health and treatment process. 

The Impact Capitalist platform helps business owners and entrepreneurs learn how they can 
make a meaningful difference in the lives of other people through business ownership, and yet 
feel good about making a profit. In fact, we believe that it is good to righteously pursue both 
“Impact and Profit.” It is through an Impact Capitalist company that we provide advisory 
services where we help business owners and physicians understand, manage, protect, and grow 
their resources.  

After several years of research, observations, and conversations with scientists, physicians, and 
patients in the United States and around the world, we determined that the best way for us to 
make both an impact and a profit in the area of regenerative medicine was by developing 
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translational oriented clinics to find ways to help patients live a better quality of life by giving 
the patient’s body what it needed to heal itself. 

It was during this process that we asked ourselves, “if we’re going to develop a platform that 
could have a huge impact on the lives of patients, why can’t we also develop the business to also 
make a huge impact on the lives of physicians?”  

Our primary objective was to develop a system that seeks to benefit patients as well as take care 
of physicians. These clinics, we thought, should have both a patient-based focus and yet also 
offer a better quality of life for physicians. 

Regenerative medicine is about helping the body heal itself. That is, giving the body what it 
needs to do, or should do, naturally. We used to view regenerative medicine as the future of 
medicine. This view is wrong. Regenerative medicine is medicine in the present. And it is 
guiding the way to how we will receive, use, and practice medicine for the next 50 years. 

New and better technologies are beginning to advance regenerative medicine treatments faster 
than ever before. However, while most in this field are thinking about “cures” for diseases or 
replacement organs, it’s the incremental changes that most often have the greatest impacts on 
humanity. 

Contrary to popular belief, more and better technology is not necessarily the answer to health 
care issues. Yes, technology continues to offer more and better tools, but technology by itself is 
not going to provide better health care or the practice of medicine.  

It is through relationships that physicians help patients understand, manage, protect, and better 
their health. Healthcare and the practice of medicine will only be disrupted when a platform uses 
technology to enhance the patient-physician relationship. Healthcare will never be “disrupted” 
until the patient-physician relationship is treated as sacrosanct. 

The first part of this document will not only make the case for the need to advance the field of 
regenerative medicine, but, more importantly, for the advancement of what we call “regenerative 
health management.” Regenerative health management is the active, on-going process of helping 
the body heal itself. This process considers the regenerative properties of the human body, not 
simply a checklist of therapies, drugs, or surgeries.  

Unfortunately, the relatively new field of regenerative medicine is already falling into the old 
traps of checklists and high priced surgeries. On top of this problem, the field of regenerative 
medicine will not reach its full capabilities until the non-surgeon physicians understand and 
recommend regenerative medicine (and feel safe to make such recommendations). 
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The second part of this document begins to lay out how we do it. The RHM system is designed 
to integrate and benefit three core audiences to restore clarity, choice, and confidence for each 
audience through our regenerative health management process. The three core audiences include 
patients, physicians, and innovators. Each audience, working together with the others, is critical 
to advancing regenerative medicine and the relationships necessary for the regenerative health 
management process. 

If we may be so bold, we believe that regenerative health management could set the foundation 
for how medicine will be practiced for the next 50 years. Like few other specialties, regenerative 
health management, sits at the intersection of science, medicine, and business (and economics 
and psychology) and offers patients and physicians opportunities like few have seen in their 
lifetime. 

We have created a business model that is going to give physicians freedom within a framework. 
This freedom is giving them the opportunity to have a tremendous impact on the lives of their 
patients, but also a tremendous amount of time with patients, profit for themselves, and the 
opportunity to enjoy a full life. 

It is important to note that the regenerative medicine physician of the 21st Century is probably 
not the surgeon. The regenerative medicine physician is the physician who is, or who can 
become, adept at helping their patients understand, manage, protect, and better their health. The 
beset regenerative medicine physician is the one who knows how to manage relationships with 
the key stakeholders in the patient’s health. The best regenerative medicine physicians of the 21st 
Century will use the regenerative health management process. 

To be completely transparent, it has become our ambition to use regenerative health 
management to change the way that medicine is practiced in the 21st Century and beyond. 

The Power of Regenerative Medicine 

Every 50 years or so, medicine, as an industry, seems to take a giant leap forward. For a variety 
of reasons (science, practice, health insurance, hospital management, market demand, etc), a 
seismic shift is currently taking place in medicine and how medicine is practiced - and how 
medicine will be practiced for the next 50 years. 

For the last several decades, the concept of regenerative medicine has promised cures, and yet 
has remained primarily academic, with a very clear delineation between study and practice. 

However, through advancing technologies and knowledge, brilliant scientists and physicians 
continue to show the scientific and medical communities that regenerative medicine therapies 
and treatments have the ability to repair, replace, rejuvenate, and even regenerate, tissue that has 
been damaged by injury, disease, or because of the natural aging process. 
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The practice of regenerative medicine capitalizes on the body’s own ability to heal itself. While 
this emerging field will not necessarily replace chemicals and surgery, it does offer a seismic 
shift in treatment options and opportunities for both patients and physicians. And somewhat 
ironically, this major leap forward in the practice of medicine is also a return to fundamental 
principles of the science of discovery and the art of medicine. (More on this in the next section.) 

Regenerative medicine treatments are restoring the functionality of both cells and tissues and are 
being applied to: 

• the health and wellness of both men 
and women 

• knees, shoulders, and hips 
• neurodegenerative diseases 

• spinal cord injuries 
• cardiovascular issues 
• autoimmune diseases  
• male and female sexual dysfunction   

And many more. 

Research and application focuses on the process of finding therapies and treatments that give the 
body what it needs to heal itself. At the very least, the process that employs regenerative 
medicine gives the body a fighting chance to do what it can - or should - do through natural 
means. 

Right now, the potential of regenerative medicine treatments and therapies seems endless.  The 
progress, however, is being stifled by short-sighted individuals and groups who believe that this 
can be contained in, first, "science", and then, "medicine." But, the world is no longer a binary  
place, and many in "science" and "medicine" are trying to solve 21st Century problems with 19th 
Century solutions. 

The world is much more complex than it used to be. And yet, physicians have become more 
skilled in disciplines without considering the more holistic needs of patients. The 21st Century 
problems of regenerative medicine can only be solved through the intersection of science, 
medicine, and business.  

To paraphrase the vaunted philosopher-economist, F.A. Hayek,  

"we don't want to steer regenerative medicine, we want to set it free." 

In order to do that, a business model must be developed that harnesses the power of regenerative 
medicine through the intersection of science, medicine, and business. 
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The Science of Discovery and the Art of Medicine 

"It took medicine a long time to realize that when a patient shows up with a headache, it's much 
better to give him aspirin or recommend a good night sleep than do brain surgery, although the 

latter appears to be more 'scientific.'" 
-Nassim Nicholas Taleb 

For the last 125 years or so, we’ve been told that Medicine and Science are one and the same. 
This is simply not true. While there was a need to develop efficiencies in medicine coming out of 
the 19th Century and into the 20th, the pendulum has swung too far and we seem to have 
forgotten the art of caring for patients. The art of medicine is built on the science of discovery. 
But both must be done, at the same time. This should go for all of medicine, especially for 
regenerative medicine. 
 

There is great resistance to the practice of regenerative medicine from many in both academic 
and regulatory circles. And, somewhat ironically, resistance is also coming from some in the 
clinical sphere. There is the concern that there is not enough "evidence" yet to show which 
treatments are safe or effective, let alone good or bad. 

The number of voices shouting that there is not enough "evidence" point to the need to follow 
the model of Evidence-Based Practice. We do not suggest to push science to the side, but to 
embrace it. Science is critical to advancing medicine. But it is not the only factor; we advocate 
that science is only one leg of a three legged stool for effectively and humanely treating patients. 
While science - the effort to better understand how the natural world works - is incredibly 
important, it takes an art to diagnose and develop a relationship with a patient.  

Given the fact that the number one objective of any regenerative medicine platform should be to 
help the patient's body to heal itself, using an evidence-based model is critical for both short- and 
long-term success.  
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To make sure we’re all on the same page, evidence-based practice has three principles: 

1. The best available research evidence bearing on whether and why a treatment works 
2. Clinical expertise (clinical judgement and experience) by the physician to identify 

each patient's unique health state 
3. Patient preferences and values (having an understanding of the patient's decision-

making is incredibly important for the physician when helping the patient make 
choices and takes into account behavioral and psychological aspects as well) 

In the practice - or art - of medicine, all three must be taken into consideration when developing 
a relationship with a patient while analyzing, diagnosing, and treating them. Otherwise it is 
simply a science experiment. And no human being truly desires to be a “guinea pig.” 

Why are Discovery and Art at odds? 

There are three main reasons why Discovery and Art are currently at odds.   

The first deals with the Uncertainty of a New Paradigm. The science of regenerative medicine is 
not new. However, the application, or practice (and business), of regenerative medicine are 
relatively new; this is what makes people nervous. The pioneers of any new idea, practice, or 
industry are typically scrutinized (and that is likely an understatement). And the more entrenched 
an industry is, the more reluctant that industry is to change. This is the case for both science and 
medicine. 

The second reason why Discovery and Art are at odds is because the regenerative medicine 
industry is dealing with a "Wild West" mentality. This "Wild West" mentality is on both sides of 
the coin: knowledge (science) and practice (medicine).  

 Regarding the capture of knowledge in the field Regenerative Medicine, most agree: 
• that there is not enough information about the different regenerative treatments and 

therapies.   
• there is a hoarding (lack of sharing) of information 
• there is pressure to show results, or be the first one to come up with a treatment, 

which is directly related to the hoarding of information 

 Regarding the practice of medicine, most agree: 
• there is a general lack of follow up from procedures and treatments 
• the high cost of treatments is both unnecessary and bad business 
• there is a mindset to try and "cure" patients rather than finding ways treat them by 

helping the body heal itself 
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The third reason Discovery and Art are at odds is what we refer to as the Misalignment of 
Economic Interests. In traditional medicine - or, more specifically, third party payor based 
medicine - there is no true alignment between physicians and patients. A third party decides what 
treatments can be provided and for what price. There is no incentive for physicians to keep costs 
down and there is no reason for physicians to develop long-term relationships with their patients. 
And this while patients are unaware of real costs and are not incentivized to consider costs 
beyond co-payment options. 

There are misalignments all over the place within and around traditional medicine and these 
same misalignments are beginning to spill over into the realm of regenerative medicine. All have 
their own agenda and there are few, if any, reasons for the disparate parties to cooperate: 
insurance companies, patients, scientists, physicians, and politicians, just to name a few.  

Navigating the Complexities of Regenerative Medicine 

Medicine, in general, let alone the burgeoning field of regenerative mediocre,  is very complex. 
Not only are their complexities that patients need to navigate, physicians must navigate and 
manage an entirely different set of complexities. 

Ultimately, navigating the complexities of regenerative medicine is about finding clarity, choice, 
and confidence. 

Clarity - In an age of medicine where the average amount of time spent with a physician 
is less than 8 minutes per visit, patients are unhappy and unsatisfied. In fact, patients no 
longer want to be treated only for symptoms; patients are demanding, more than ever 
before, that physicians treat the root causes of their patients’ ailments, maladies, or 
diseases. But patients are exposed to many “facts” and bits of both information and 
misinformation from the internet, family, friends, as well as medical professionals and 
insurance agents. How do they navigate this? 

Choice - Along with this, patients are smarter - or at least better informed - than they used 
to be. Patients know that there are potentially better options for treatments than has been 
traditionally available through a medical platform that really hasn't changed much since 
the 1960s. Patients want to have a choice in what their treatment options may be. 

Confidence - Patients want to spend time with, and get to know, their physician. More 
importantly, patients want their physician to get to know them. When a patient is actually 
able to make the time to schedule and keep an appointment with their physician, that 
patient wants their physician to understand exactly what’s going on and why they are 
there. 
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The focus of regenerative medicine should be about making life better, either through cures 
(which is ideal) or the ongoing process of health management (which is most likely).  
Regenerative health management should focus on the process of finding therapies and treatments 
that give the body what it needs to heal itself. At the very least, the regenerative health 
management process gives the body a fighting chance to do what it can, or should, do through 
natural means. Some of these treatments are enhancing what is already there, some treatments 
are "jump starting" the body's immune system, and some are actually regrowing tissue. 

Focusing on the process is critical because it is likely that most patients will need multiple 
treatments and, in some cases, a lifetime of treatments. While this may not be optimal, it is a very 
realistic perspective. 

How do patients navigate the complexities of regenerative medicine? 

 Where do patients begin?  
  
 How do they know what treatments to choose?  
  
 How do they know which physicians to work with? 

One of the major complaints currently being thrown at the regenerative medicine industry - and 
the medical profession as a whole - is the poor continuum of care. “Treat ‘em and street ‘em” is a 
big problem. It’s not that physicians are bad people, they have simply been incentivized by a bad  
business model. The bad business model is not their fault, but it is ultimately their responsibility. 
(This will be discussed more in the next section.) 
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Navigating the complexities of regenerative medicine should focus on: 

• a process that provides both a better experience and better outcomes  
• individual care and attention - and this is just as, if not more, important after the 

treatment as it is before and during the treatment 
• the development of a long-term patient-physician relationships 

Helping patients navigate the complexities of regenerative medicine is helping them 

• find clarity as they each work through the inconsistencies and incongruences of the 
diagnosis and treatment process 

• guide, advise, and help each patient choose the treatment process that is best for their 
individual situation 

• gain confidence in the specific treatment process they choose 

In addition to helping their patients find a better quality of life, many physicians are looking for ways 
to better themselves, personally and professionally. As an alternative, many physicians are 
exploring the field of regenerative medicine, as much for economic reasons as for medical or 
scientific reasons. As such, they need  

• to find clarity as they individually work through the inconsistencies and incongruences of 
the diagnosis, treatment, or business process 

• a guide to help them choose the treatment or business process that is best for them 
• to gain confidence in the specific treatment or business process they choose.  

How is this done? Before a physician can help a patient navigate the complexities of regenerative 
medicine, that physician must be trained to navigate the complexities of the business of 
regenerative medicine. This includes: 

• Training to become a specialist in regenerative medicine 
• Knowledge and information management 
• Providing the types of treatments that are acceptable with the proper "academic, 

regulatory, and political coverage" 
• Marketing a regenerative medicine practice 
• Materials to provide to patients 
• Business set up, counseling, and advisement 
• And many other concepts that apply to the economics, psychology, and behavioral 

sciences as well as the physical sciences. 

If trained on the proper platform, the physician will not have to become an expert in either cell 
biology or psychology, but will be able to use their skills as a physician to impact the lives of 
their patients. 
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Physicians need to be trained on a platform and in a setting that provides the necessary training 
in the science, art, and business of regenerative medicine. 

In order for physicians to help patients navigate the complexities of regenerative medicine, 
physicians need to be able to navigate the complexities of the business of regenerative medicine. 
This can only be done by realigning the economic interests of patients and physicians. 

Realigning Economic Interests 

Humans are motivated by, and make decisions based on, incentives. And, currently, incentives 
for patients and physicians are misaligned. There needs to be a system that allows for the 
incentives of patients and physicians to be aligned. 

Physicians need a business model that will allow them to maintain the stature and significance of 
being a physician, be in control of their time to actually enjoy life, make a large impact on the 
lives of their patients, and make some good money in the process. There is a need for a platform 
designed specifically for Impact Physicians. (Impact Physicians will be discussed on page 17 of 
this document.) 

The word physician actually means "one who is skilled in the art of healing."  

In fact, this understanding of the word physician, coupled with the regenerative medicine 
industry's desire to do "translational research," led us to the need to understand that the science 
of discovery and the art of medicine were not mutually exclusive, but compatible and needed 
partners. 

It is sad, but very few physicians are actually using their skills "in the art of healing" (Which is 
probably why physicians allow insurance companies and hospital administrators to call them 
“providers”.) While we all want patients to get better, this will not fully happen unless a platform 
is built for physicians to actually go beyond being a "provider" to actually do what they feel is 
important: the art of healing patients. 

How can we marry the idea of regenerative medicine as a process with the fact that most 
physicians, in a time of personal reflection, do truly want to be physicians, not providers? The 
first thing we need to do is connect the economic incentives of patients to the economic 
incentives of the physicians.  

If a third party pays for treatments, there is no skin in the game (relationship) - for any of the 
three parties.   
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It is hard to align the economic interests between two parties - patients and physicians - when 
neither party has a say in what things cost. There is no incentive for patients to “shop prices” 
because patients get treatments based upon what their insurance company will pay for.  

Conversely, physicians have no incentive to keep costs down because, frankly, the model does 
not require them to do so. (While this is painting with broad strokes and Obamacare was 
supposed to provide incentives for physicians to try and keep prices down, in reality, physicians 
are perversely incentivized to do the opposite by ordering more tests than may be necessary to 
avoid frivolous lawsuits.) 

Without considering quality of life for physicians (which is impossible to do), there are three 
ways currently being employed to try advance the field of regenerative medicine: 

 1. Hope insurance eventually covers the high costs of treatments 
 2. Convince people to keep paying high prices 
 3. Lower prices (“race to the bottom”) 

Have insurance pay for the treatments. For the time being, regenerative medicine treatments are 
not covered by insurance. And this will continue to be the case until insurance companies have 
enough data to show “evidence” that covering the costs of regenerative medicine treatments are 
an acceptable risk. There will come a day when insurance will cover regenerative medicine 
treatments, but it won’t be for some time.  

(In fact, there is currently a movement away from insurance-based medicine that is not directly 
connected to the regenerative medicine. The Direct Primary Care model is a fast growing model 
that allows patients to pay physicians directly. This is part of the disruption referred to in the 
introduction of this paper: disruption will only come when the patient-physician relationship is 
enhanced, protected, and treated as sacrosanct.) 

Convince patients to keep pay high prices. Let’s forgo all of the reasons why a patient would pay 
and assume that they want a better quality of life. Let’s also assume that patients believe that they 
can achieve that better quality of life through regenerative medicine treatments. We must also 
assume that there is a limit as to what an individual will pay for a particular treatment, just as 
there is a very limited number of patients that are willing - or able - to pay “whatever it takes” for 
a better quality of life. The field of regenerative medicine will not advance if the prices for 
treatments remain as high as they are. The high price tag on regenerative medicine treatments is 
one of the biggest complaints against, and obstacles for the advancement of, the field of 
regenerative medicine and those who practice in the field.  

Lower prices for treatments. This would be very good for patients and their pocket books, but the 
physician would continue to feel like a rat in a cage on a wheel simply running in circles.  
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Why?  

Because physicians, physician groups, or hospital groups would have to make up the lost 
revenues from lower prices with an increased volume of patients and a continuously declining 
supply of doctors. Good for the bottom line, but physicians are already stretched to the max as it 
is. 

This only exacerbates one of the biggest complaints of patients toward physicians, in general, let 
alone the field of regenerative medicine: a general lack of time that patients actually get with 
their physician.With eight (8) minutes being the average time a physician spends with a patient, 
it's no wonder this is one of the biggest complaints. Especially when most of that eight minutes is 
spent with the physician staring at a screen or talking in technical jargon, lack of satisfaction 
abounds.  

It is incredibly difficult, if not nearly impossible, to develop and build a real relationship between 
a patient and their physician in the current environment. While patients desire a real relationship 
with their physicians, it will never happen because there is no incentive for the physician to 
maintain that relationship. It is a "one and done and ‘next’" transaction. It is not intentional - it is 
a human behavior outcome in light of these incentive arrangements. Physicians do not seek to 
intentionally reduce patient interactions - it just happens in these conditions. Patients can receive 
care in this model - we just get more of the same in terms of the problems of modern health care. 
This includes limited access to physicians, increased costs, etc. 

It's not the doctor's fault. But it is, ultimately, their responsibility.  

"Many problems in society come from the interventionism of people who sell complicated 
solutions because that's what their position and training invites them to do...They pay no 

price for the side effects that grow nonlinearly with such complexities."  
(Nassim Nicholas Taleb) 

Today's doctor is incentivized to see as many patients in a day that he or she can. The doctor has 
been "institutionalized" in their thinking that this is the only way to make a living. 

Those doctors who believe they have overcome this notion of being driven by the "almighty 
dollar" and work for an institution that pays them a salary have been incentivized by the "safety" 
of a salary. With this, the institution, knowing its fixed costs, drives the doctor to see more and 
more patients because the doctor, as "provider," has to comply with the wishes of his or her 
employer.  

It has become apparent that the current economic model is not efficient, and will soon no longer 
be effective, let alone sustainable, given the staggering statistics shared in the Conclusion of this 
document about the concerns of, and for, doctors. 
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While all patients want to get better, what patients really value from their professional advisors is 
time and advice. And in that order. 

It is quite apparent to those who will look and consider that the complexities in and around the 
field of regenerative medicine are incredibly similar to the complexities facing financial resource 
management. 

In fact, to carry that analogy a bit further, the current service “providers” offering procedures 
with products are just like the commission-driven product salespeople in the financial industry. 
They are selling complex products to people who probably need them. But the people are not 
completely sure what, exactly, they are getting, let alone, understand the ins and outs of the 
product or procedure. This causes even more cognitive dissonance because patients are at least 
more informed than they have ever been in the past, thanks to “Dr. Google.” 

Companies that are structured around their customer actually understand and take care of their 
customers’ needs and wants while understanding their beliefs and attitudes. They do this in order 
to serve their customers better to foster and develop long-term relationships. 

Companies that focus on the needs of their customers, tend to focus on the long-term value of the 
relationship, which leads to better customer lifetime value and long-term sustainable and positive 
impact on their customers and a profit for the company.  

This also applies to, and is true for, physicians and patients. 

So, how do we truly align the economic incentives of patients and physicians? 

Membership 

Membership is one of those things that is timeless, important, and powerful. In fact, most people 
crave membership. And membership - belonging to something we believe in - makes humans 
feel good. Membership enables and helps build trust. In the midst of massive social change and 
developing technologies, the human need to belong remains constant.  

Companies that are structured around their customer, actually become membership companies. 
And the more a company understands its customers’ needs, wants, beliefs, and attitudes, the 
better it can serve those patients. And the better those patients are served, the more loyal they 
become. 
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For a business owner, membership: 

• Creates recurring revenues and removes or eliminates "lumpiness” (the ups and downs of 
business revenues caused by shifting demand or the moodiness of the market place) 

• Builds direct relationships that strengthens the company's brand, which strengthens the 
bond with the company. This is accomplished by putting the patient at the center of the 
relationship. This helps build loyalty, which, through referrals, grows the membership. 
Building loyalty and growing membership helps resists competitive threats 

• Integrates an on-going data stream. This can be used to better our services and treatments, 
identify future opportunities, and increase satisfaction for all stakeholders because both the 
science of discovery and the art of medicine is being applied to navigating the complexities 
of regenerative medicine. 

Simply, membership: 

• Strengthens loyalty 
• Strengthens participation 
• Strengthens referrals 

It also provides members the two things people desire most of their professional advisors: time 
and advice. An advisory platform coupled with a membership platform actually gives the 
physician the time to develop a long-term relationship and provide the needed and necessary 
advice for patients. 

This is why we have developed a platform that takes into consideration the four main points of 
this document: 
  
 - The Power of Regenerative Medicine 
 - The Science of Discovery and the Art of Medicine 
 - Navigating the Complexities of Regenerative Medicine 
 - Realigning Economic Interests 

This is why we developed a platform that is at the intersection of science, medicine, and 
business. 

This is why we developed the Regenerative Health Management platform. 
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What is Regenerative Health Management? 

Regenerative health management (RHM) is an active, on-going process that is focused on 
helping the body heal itself. 

Regenerative health management is provided to patients through a relationship-driven medical 
advisory process that seeks to consider the whole person, especially as it relates to regenerative 
medicine treatments. 

RHM is provided for patients, by their physicians, throughout the continuum of care by: 

1. Providing time for, and advice on, all aspects that have implications on a person’s health, 
especially with issues relating to regenerative medicine 

2. Navigating the complexities of regenerative medicine by helping patients understand, 
manage, protect, and better their health 

3. Providing clarity, choice, and confidence as patients take control of their health and care. 

While RHM benefits patients who see Regenerative Medicine treatments as a last hope, one does 
not need to be sick in order to benefit from the RHM process. 

Regenerative health management is a much-needed platform that allows for patient care 
throughout the continuum of care as a long-term relationship between a patient and his or her 
physician. This care is provided by an Impact Physician - a physician who is skilled in the art of 
healing and who believes that is it good to righteously pursue both impact and profit. 

Regenerative health management is a system of medicine that suggests, or has at its root, that 
health management should be in the hands of individuals, not outsourced to “providers.” But 
these individuals need guidance and advice to properly manage their health, especially when it 
comes to helping the body heal itself. 

Regenerative health management is not just for sick people looking for their last hope, or last 
grasp at new life; one does not have to be sick or have a disease to benefit from regenerative 
health management. In fact, regenerative health management is also for people who want to take 
a proactive role in the management of their own health, working side-by-side with a physician as 
a medical advisor. 
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Regenerative health management is not just for the field of regenerative medicine; we believe 
that the concept of “health management” should, and can, be offered by physicians across all 
specialties. In fact, regenerative health management is for all stages of life, helping the body heal 
itself by doing what it does - or should do - naturally. But no one has yet realigned the economic 
interests of patients and physicians. We’ve figured out how to do this. 

“Health” is a state of physical or psychological well-being. Health is not binary; that is, health is 
not just good nor bad. Sure, one can be in “good” health just as one could be in “bad” health. Yet, 
the concept of “health” is actually a continuum. It is possible for one to be in “good” health 
according to standard metrics, and not have as much energy as one used to have to be as mentally 
sharp as one used to be. Through the regenerative health management process that uses 
regenerative medicine treatments, even people with relatively “good” health can have a better 
quality of life. 

Reaching one’s “optimal” health comes from making good choices and managing behavior. This 
is strengthened through what patients desire from their physician and medical advisor: time and 
advice.  

What is an “Impact Physician?” 

What if, as a doctor, you were no longer considered a “provider” but actually a physician, or 
even a medical advisor? A trusted advisor, developing and managing long-term relationships 
with your patients and working side by side with them to help them have a better quality of life.  
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What if, through these relationships, you not only helped your patients live a better quality of 
life, but these relationships compensated you well and also allowed you to build long-term value 
in your own business? 

This is what it means to be an Impact Physician. The model for the Impact Physician is built on 
the Impact Capitalist platform. The Impact Capitalist platform is about making a meaningful 
difference in the lives of others through business ownership. Too often, business owners feel 
guilty about being in business or feel that they need to go outside of their business in order to do 
something “good for society.” The Impact Capitalist knows that business ownership can both 
benefit others and provide a profit for themselves. 

So, an “Impact Physician” is one who wants to make a meaningful difference in the lives of 
patients with their skills in the art of healing. Yet, he or she expects to be fairly compensated for 
the value that they provide. 

It is about making an impact and, in return, making a profit. 

The Intersection of Science, Medicine, and Business: The RHM Edge 

"Intelligence moves out to the edge of the network." 
- Andy Kessler 

The RHM business model is at the intersection of science, medicine, and business. We do this 
through a managed network of knowledge that we call the RHM Edge. 

Like Google is both a hub and (primary) beneficiary of intelligence at the edge of the network, so 
will the RHM Institute be in regenerative medicine. Here is specifically what we mean: 

Google does not create the information or data on the web; they provide the sandbox for the 
innovators and content providers to create, store, share, edit, update, etc. their information. This 
is exactly what the RHM Edge does, and more. The RHM Edge, like Google, provides the 
platform for physicians and innovators to be creators, or users of, others’ expertise, while still 
being compensated. The RHM Edge allows for physicians and innovators to use their specific 
skills to make both an impact and a profit. 

Why is the RHM Edge necessary? 
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• To manage a "network of knowledge" 
• Research, development, training 
• Partnerships with key industry leaders 
• Potential industry consolidation 
• Arbiter of products 
• Provide "academic, regulatory, and 

political Coverage" 
• Depository of information and data 

• Oversight for Clinics 
• Translational research ("Learn out 

loud") 
• To manage the "science of discovery" 

and to foster the "art of medicine" 
• Partnership of science and business in 

the field of medicine 
• The support the art of medicine  

The RHM Edge provides a constant feedback loop between patients, physicians, and innovators 
through the RHM Edge platform.  

RHM: helping navigate the complexities of regenerative medicine with clarity, choice, and 
confidence. 
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Conclusion 

While we are building a business that gives patients an awesome and engaging experience with 
their physician, the ultimate role of RHM platform is to help physicians navigate the business of 
regenerative health management. 

It’s really bad for physicians right now. Unfortunately, it’s only going to get worse without some 
sort of intervention. 

- Doctors are burning out at unprecedented rates: they are 15 times more likely to burnout than 
professionals in other fields. 

- A 2015 Medscape survey found that about 50% of doctors are experiencing burn out. 
- Doctors have the highest suicide rate of any profession - two times more likely than the US 

population 
- The average Doctor-Patient interaction is only about 8 minutes  
- Doctors spend more than two-thirds of their time on paperwork as opposed to taking care of 

patients 
- In a 2016 survey, The Physicians’ Foundation found: 

- 54% of physicians described their morale as somewhat or very negative 
- 63% are pessimistic about the future of medicine 
- 49% would NOT recommend medicine as a career choice for their children 
- 80% are overextended or are at capacity, with no additional time to see patients 
- 47% plan to accelerate their retirement  
- 48% of doctors plan to cut-back on hours, retire, take a non-clinical job switch to 

“concierge” medicine, or take other steps limited patient access to their practices  
- Only 14% of physicians report that they have the time they need to provide the highest 

standards of care 
- 23% of physicians said they are either practicing some form of concierge medicine or are 

transitioning to a concierge, or concierge-like, model 

In the midst of all of this, many current and next generation of doctors are rejecting the 20th 
Century model of medicine that is harming so many of them. Doctors are seeking to create a 
work-life-mental-spiritual balance. It starts by figuring out why they have become doctors in the 
first place. 

People become doctors for some combination of 3 main reasons: 

1. Prestige 
2. The money 
3. To help people 

However, all three of the reasons have continued to lose their luster over the last couple of 
decades. And, as the statistics above show, it’s not getting any better: 
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1. The prestige. While not completely gone, the prestige factor continues to degrade. Why do 
doctors continue to accept being called “providers” by insurance companies and hospital 
executives? (After all, the word physician actually means “one who is skilled in the art of 
healing” not one who is skilled in the art of providing.) 

2. The money. Most doctors in the US earn good salaries compared with other careers. 
However, most “providers” will tell you that their incomes are being squeezed and their 
responsibilities are increasing. Therefore, their real income is decreasing, especially when 
you factor in the amount of patients they must see on a daily basis, just to keep their income 
where it was the year before. And it continues to get worse. 

3. To help people. Sure, doctors still provide a service that numbs the pain or provides surgery, 
but at less than 8 minutes per visit, how well does the doctor really know their patient? 

Here is a list of what physicians find MOST satisfying about practicing medicine: 

- Patient Relationships  
- Intellectual stimulation 
- Interaction with colleagues 
- Social/Community Impact 
- Financial Rewards 
- Prestige of Medicine 

Here is a list of what physicians find LEAST satisfying about the practice of medicine: 

- Regulatory/paperwork burdens 
- Erosion of clinical autonomy 
- Inefficient EHR 
- Professional liability concerns 
- Commoditization of medicine 
- Lack of time with patient  
- Certification concerns 

RHM Impact has developed a business system and advisory platform that has been built 
specifically for both the physicians and patients. The RHM platform requires physicians and 
patients to develop a long-term relationship that benefits both parties in a way that is completely 
different than the current, or the 20th Century practice of medicine. 

Ultimately, patients desire two main things from their physician: time and advice. And, what 
may seem counterintuitive, physicians desire the same thing. In fact, almost 74% of physicians 
describe “patient relationships” as the most satisfying aspect of their medical practice. 
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Regardless of the specific reasons, many physicians are looking for ways to better themselves, 
personally and professionally. As an alternative, many physicians are exploring the field of 
regenerative medicine, as much for economic reasons as for medical or scientific reasons. As 
such, the RHM platform offers  

• the clarity to know what options are available 
• a guide to help them choose a excellent platform for them to make a difference in their 

patients lives’ 
• the confidence to choose a platform that is best for them  

Ultimately, the RHM platform offers physicians the opportunity to move from “provider” back to 
“physician” where they can truly use their skill in the art of healing. 

RHM, at the intersection of science, medicine, and business, is committed to providing the 
leading platform for impact physicians in the field of regenerative medicine. We do this by 
helping physicians navigate the complexities of the business of regenerative medicine as they 
help their patients navigate the complexities of regenerative medicine. 

For Impact and Profit, 

Mark J. Aubry 
Chief Evangelist 
Impact Capitalist, Ltd Co 
http://impactcapitalist.com 

About the Author 

    

Mark J. Aubry is a contributor, co-founder, and Chief Evangelist of Impact Capitalist. He is also 
the CEO and co-founder of RHM Impact, a company that is both advocating for the regenerative 
health management process and helping patients and physicians navigate the complexities of 
regenerative medicine. 
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Mark believes strongly in the virtues of free market capitalism and its incredible potential to 
make a meaningful difference in the lives of people. 

An entrepreneur and business owner his entire adult life, Mark founded and ran his first business 
almost 25 years ago while a university undergrad. For the last 18 years, Mark has focused on 
building businesses that provide strategic guidance to entrepreneurs, business owners, and 
physicians by helping them understand, manage, protect, and grow their resources. Mark has 
done this in the fields of wealth management, consulting, telecommunications, and 
biotechnology. 

Also an educator, as a teacher and adjunct professor, Mark has taught Economics, Psychology, 
Business Management, Finance, and Entrepreneurship. 

While developing Impact Capitalist, Mark and his long-time business partner, Tom Fediuk, have 
spent the last 5 years studying, researching, and working in the field of regenerative medicine. It 
has been over the last 2 years that they’ve focused on developing the regenerative health 
management platform. 

Mark’s Righteous Path is helping business owners understand, manage, protect, and grow their 
resources as they pursue their Righteous Path. He is the author of the Praxis and Impact 
Physician blogs, as you can read his white papers here. 
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